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welters® Tree of Life garden design

Serpentine forms of concave and
convex environmental landscape
installations
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welters® manufacturing

welters® UK based manufacturing facility produces a prolific
amount of quality products for a wide range of private and
public clients
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Royale Grande 900 Housing

A brand new mould was created to create the newest variation for the successful 900 memorial housing unit. The Royale
pediment ads height and grandeur to the system creating a truly impressive memorial.
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Royale Pediment

Development in product design can be a fluid process and this is evidenced with the introduction of the Royale pediment which
when combined with the 900 Grande housing system becomes the impressive looking Royale Grande memorial.
The initial design was inspired by an
elegant memorial within a cemetery
and this was the template for our
own Royale decorative cast stone
memorial.

Inspiration

Royale pediments in production
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Royale memorial in stone

Royale memorial with granite tablet

This latest version
is very much ‘of the
gene pool’ and draws
upon the heritage of
earlier designs whilst
embracing new lines
of form to reflect its
use as a pediment in
its own right.

Royale Grande memorial housing system

Stone art embellishment figurines
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Installation Innovation

This project showcases welters® expertise in burial chamber installations with a unique arrangement of raised burial chambers
set within a cemetery island.
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Installation Innovation

The completed installation provides the Burial Authority with a premium interment facility, extending the burial service provision
for the cemetery users.
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The Best of
British Design and
Manufacturing

welters® are pleased to announce
the introduction of their new multimaterial mausolea range.
This 'high end' design range is
available at affordable prices with
bespoke options available, to meet
customer needs.
The range, which is integral to the
welters® Heritage funeral experience,
is designed to embrace a variety of
multi-material specifications.
The design, together with the optional
variables, enables a unique aesthetic
and architectural synchronicity which
allows the product to blend with new
or historic landscapes.

CEO Keith Welters in front of the mausoleum
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Multi-material mausolea

The mausoleum brings together stone, wood and steel in a harmonious design created, manufactured and installed by welters®’
specialist in-house teams to ensure the highest quality of service provision and detail.
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Stone furniture collection

The collection of stone furniture can utilised individually or used as a set to create an attractive arrangement either inside or our
doors. The flexibility of the manufacturing process also enables this range to be produced from a variety of alternative materials.
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Installation Innovation

welters® Polygon Tower rotunda niche structure for cremated remains has been revised and now includes three walls which
radiate out providing additional interment space within an attractively designed construction. With the addition of the conical
roof component the tower will make an impressive and attractive feature for any cemetery/crematorium.

Virtual representation of the design

New design installed using in-house installation teams

Polygon Tower standard design

The tower is constructed using multi-material elements
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Business card sets

welters® business card sets are comprised of four cards
coming together to create a single image.

The Cemetery Village®
welters® have, over many years, created and coordinated the
most comprehensive collection of inspiring Interment Solutions.
The exhilarating combination of product collection combines to
exhibit an environment of true excellence in terms of design and
ongoing operational management advantage.
Previous industry procedures and working practices can be
rendered obsolete and disadvantageous in terms of a true
understanding of the requirements of the bereaved and sound
business management.
The culmination of welters® research and development in this
funeral related market sector is the welters® Cemetery Village®.
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Tree of Life

Keith Welters first conceived the idea of a communal memorial based on the ancient concept of a ‘tree of life’ back in 1998.
The design alludes to the interconnection with our world and acts as a metaphor for rebirth and the evolution of life itself.

Over the years the design has been
developed and re-imagined as a
stainless steel memorial with inscribed
leaves and as fountain feature. The
latest envisagement is in the form of a
disc tree which echoes elements from
the original design.
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New burial chamber installation
brings high-end designs to
cemetery users

Project Manager Iain Welters standing
next to one of the memorials shows
the substantial scale of the systems
available

Cemetery systems specialists welters® have recently
completed a large installation of burial chambers complete
with a wide range of high-end memorial designs, offering
cemetery users maximum choice across the development.

The plots can be pre-purchased and an upgrade option is available to increase
inscription space if required.
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Previously the area was thought to be ‘unusable’ due to
high water tables but the scheme has enabled the burial
authority to reclaim the land and at the same time offer
their service users a premium place of burial.
All the designs were created and produced at welters®
UK based manufacturing facility.

welters® premium burial facilities

Safe, year round interment provision
•
•

Affordable
Income generating
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Business card sets

welters business card sets are comprised of four cards
coming together to create a single image.
®

Memorial Orb Niches
welters® are leading the way in developing new and innovative
products for the bereaved and their range of 'orb' memorial
niche systems provide a unique choice for interment and
commemoration.
Keith Welters MD said:
"We wanted to bring something new and original to the industry
and our range of memorial orbs offer individuality and an
elemental quality that's very magical. It's something you don't get
from a standard niche wall or columbarium."
The Cremated Remains are placed in to special caskets which in
turn are then placed within the Orb. Each memorial orb comes
with a tablet for inscription included and all memorial tablets are
high quality polished granite. All inscription requirements can be
catered for.
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